ENGINEERING MOVEMENT

into our slot and as fortune
would have it was so successful
that it ran to two seasons,
affording us the time for the
building of all that eventually
came to be required.

In the stalls

The first season of War Horse at
the National Theatre was a major
breakthrough for Handspring
as a production company and
for the acceptance of puppet
theatre. The first night was
an absolute success – the
audience seemed amazed by
the spectacle we had put before
them and the thought of it still
brings tears to my eyes.
Record-breaking audience

EMERGING TECHNOLOGY

numbers have given puppetry a
boost in its claim for legitimacy.
As for the principles behind
the puppetry, our craft has
been pushed forward yet
again by the demands placed
on us. We continue to learn
the engineering behind what

we do, which is driven by
a love of the medium. The
technical advances made in the
construction of the horses will
be usable in many different ways
by ourselves and anyone else
who needs them.

A related article by Adrian Kohler
and Basil Jones of the Handspring
Puppet Company concerning the
craft of puppet-making will be
published in the Journal of Modern
Craft, issue 2.3 (November 2009).
For more information see:
www.journalofmoderncraft.com

BIOGRAPHY – Adrian Kohler

Adrian Kohler spent a year at The Space Theatre in Cape Town, South Africa and another teaching
puppetry in Birmingham, UK before accepting a post as director of the University of Botswana’s
National Popular Theatre Programme, which he ran until 1981. He then returned to South Africa
to start Handspring Puppet Company. The company took shows on tour to schools for five
years before embarking on a series of productions for adults, which continues today. Kohler’s
works have been exhibited at the Museum for African Art in New York and at the South Africa
National Gallery and are held in public and private collections. He is the recipient of many awards
including the 2008 Olivier Award for Set Design, shared with Rae Smith for War Horse.
The author would like to thank Chris Atkinson for help in the drafting of this article.

During rehearsals, the actors and puppeteers had studied horse and rider behaviour with The King’s Troop Royal Horse Artillery. In a return gesture, Chester from
the cavalry brought along his rider to meet Topthorn (left) from War Horse as the performance began its run at the National Theatre © Simon Annand
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MAKING
LIGHT WORK
At the micrometer to nanometer scale, powerful light
sources have unique properties that are now being
harnessed by researchers to give new insights into biological
mechanisms, chemical reactions and all-optical circuits.
At the heart of these breakthroughs is the harnessing of the
mechanical attraction of light for tiny objects, seen most
obviously in ‘optical tweezers’. Professors Will Stewart,
James Wilkinson and Kishan Dholakia write about the
progress being made with optical manipulation tools.

A nanoscale silicon bridge that moves and ‘switches’. It is driven by light forces from light passing through it
From Li et al, Yale University, University of Washington, Nature Photonics 3
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How it works

HOW OPTICAL TWEEZERS WORK
X-Y TRAPPING
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A Chinese hamster ovary cell is optically tweezed many microns above a glass substrate and placed into a
square region of interest. This control of cell positioning allows experimentation otherwise impossible to
achieve on such a small object. Scale bar: 10 µm © University of St Andrews

OPTICAL SWITCHING

TYPICAL OPTICAL
TWEEZERS GEOMETRY

WAIST

Though the photons that make up light
have no mass, photons may exert a force
because they travel at the speed of light.
Einstein’s theory of relativity allows them
to carry both momentum and energy,
and this means they can produce forces.
And just as a plastic duck can be held in
a stream of falling water, so a tiny particle
can be held in a beam of light. The force
of light pulls denser particles into regions
where the light is brightest. So if the light
beam is focused to a small point, a particle
can be held at that point, even being
lifted towards the light source because
the intensity falls as the beam spreads out
beyond the focus.
A particle is trapped in the focused
region because, as it moves away from the
point of focus, it ‘swings’ the beam sideways
in the same direction and the reaction force
on the particle from the momentum of
the deflected beam will then tend to push
the particle back (see diagram alongside).
Returning to the duck and water analogy,
the major advantage a beam of light has
over a stream of water is that it can be
focused like this. This means that, as well
as controlling the position of a particle in

BEAM

At everyday scales, light can provide warmth,
it can illuminate, and it can even be used to
slice metal – powerful laser beams are now
routinely used to cut steel for cars. But light
is not known for pushing things around.
At the nanometer to micrometer scale the
rules are different. Light beams can lift and
manipulate tiny objects without touching
them and with extraordinary precision and
gentleness, an effect now being harnessed
to carry out engineering on single cells and
micromechanical circuits, and even single
molecules.
General experience tells us that light
does not have the power to move objects
around. The heat that light creates perhaps
does, but not the light itself. But as we
enter the world of micron-sized cells and
nanometer-scale structures, this changes.
At this scale, the force of light can become
stronger than gravity and other, normally
more significant, forces. It can be used
to move and place delicate cells without
touching them; trap slippery objects for
analysis; propel particles along microfluidic
networks towards a reaction with other
compounds (see Lab-on-a-chip, Ingenia 39);
switch ultrafast optical circuits; and
manipulate molecular motors in biology.

EMERGING TECHNOLOGY
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At the top of the schematic there is the red profile
of an incident light beam. It has an intensity
variation (gradient) on a size scale comparable
to the object that is being trapped. The object is
off-axis and bends more light to the left than right
and the consequent rightward reaction moves
the object into the centre of the beam. On the
bottom, the same physics are applied showing
that the light bends downwards and the object
moves up to the beam focus position © Optical
Trapping Group, University of St Andrews

Specimen plate

Modulation of light by light was demonstrated with great elegance by researchers at the
California Institute of Technology by using a planar microdisk resonator (in which light
is trapped like whispers in the dome of St Paul’s Cathedral) coupled to an optical fibre
nanowire. With less than a milliwatt of optical control power, over 99% of the light was
switched. Switching was achieved by moving the nanowire up to 1 micron, entirely with
optical forces. A monolithic integrated version of this device should offer GHz operation.
Researchers at Yale University in the United States have demonstrated a different fully
CMOS-compatible monolithic approach, where light in a cantilever nanowire waveguide
tunnelled into the underlying substrate via a 0.3 micron air gap. The gradient force was
used to attract the cantilever towards the substrate, modulating both the strength of
tunnelling of light into the substrate, and the speed of the light in the waveguide. In this
case the mechanical system was designed to resonate near 10MHz, but on-chip optical
resonators have been demonstrated with optically-excited mechanical resonances above
1 GHz, showing promise for high-speed opto-mechanical systems.

an x-y direction (sideways), light can also
control the position of a particle in the z
direction (up-down).
The scale effect is a vital part of this.
Small particles can be trapped because their
weight can be similar to the trapping forces
for relatively low-power beams. If the whole
process is scaled up and use a focused
‘tractor’ beam designed to be big enough
to lift a large object, then the power of the
beam becomes so high that the object
would be immediately destroyed by heating.

Optical Tweezers

This might all seem a bit far-fetched but
much of this technology is already being used
and in some cases is commercially available.
For example, ‘optical tweezers’ are devices
that let biologists manipulate cells without
damaging them and they are available as
an add-on to many modern microscopes.
Around half a dozen companies now sell
‘traps’ based on optical tweezers. These range
from basic systems to move single objects
around, to multiple trap arrays in two or
three dimensions, using holographic or fast
beam switching technology to make arrays of
optical bright spots that can move large sets
of objects in synchrony.

Visualisation of a cantilever nanowire waveguide tunnelled into the underlying substrate via a 0.3 micron
air gap. Switches such as these will enable light to be modulated by light, making all-optical switching
possible From Li et al, Yale University, University of Washington, Nature Photonics 3

Some of these systems also include optical
traps whose pulling strength is carefully
calibrated. These can then be used to weigh
objects by seeing how much force is needed
to lift them and to examine naturally moving
biological motors to measure the tiny
forces they produce. These vital molecular
motors are the engines that run cells,
including humans’, and produce mechanical
forces from chemical energy. Although
we are more familiar with biological ‘linear

motors’ at the cellular level they can also be
rotational like an electric motor. In either
case the pico-Newton (pN) forces are very
hard to measure, particularly at cellular
scales, hence the significance of the noncontact optical trap in measuring them by
gently pulling against the cells.
The same techniques can even be
applied to manipulating single molecules,
though this is most easily done by anchoring
the molecules to inert glass beads a micron
INGENIA ISSUE 40 SEPTEMBER 2009
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or so in diameter. Researchers have used
this to watch the DNA processes of life itself.
Optical tweezers can also be used in
integrated microsystems to propel particles
with molecules attached along microfluidic
networks for reaction and separation. Using
optical waveguide technology developed
initially for the optical telecoms industry,
microfluidic channels or ‘lab-on-a-chip’
technology can be used to analyse a variety
of types of sample in a fast and effective way.

EMERGING TECHNOLOGY

Optical tweezers are rapidly becoming essential for
biotechnology and photonic research and their usefulness
will increase over the coming years.

Waveguide technologies

Optical waveguides confine most of the
light within themselves but also exhibit an
exponentially decaying ‘evanescent’ field
away from the waveguide surface into a
surrounding medium such as blood plasma.
The resultant intensity gradient attracts
nano and micro particles to the waveguide
track and the scattering and absorption
forces propel the particles along the track
at a rate dependent on their properties.
This powerful technique has been used by
researchers to trap and propel red blood
cells, gold nanoparticles and, very recently,
dielectric nanoparticles and strands of DNA.
Researchers at the Institute of Scientific
Instruments in the Czech Republic have

constructed a standing wave in an
evanescent field which acts as an optical
conveyor belt by establishing a string of 3D
traps which can be made to move along the
guide by progressively shifting the optical
phase.
The evanescent field that extends beyond
an optical waveguide can move surrounding
particles but it can also attract and move
another nearby waveguide and the light can
thus be switched between the guides.
Again, intuitive expectation may be
misleading at these small scales and these
opto-mechanical switches are not only robust
but approach the speed of similar-scale

electronic transistor switches. Since optical
switching circuits route a growing proportion
of the vast amounts of data carried over
today’s (photonic fibre) internet, this is very
important. It may also help to address a
key problem with the electronic versions of
such switches: they use large and growing
amounts of electric power, most of which is
wasted in converting information between
electronic and optical forms just because the
electronic form is easier to switch.
Optical waveguide devices that are
switched by forces from the light travelling
through them have been demonstrated
by various research groups around the

world, including the University of Southern
California, the California Institute of
Technology, and Yale University, Connecticut.
An early example consisted of two
parallel waveguides in the configuration
of a directional coupler (a device used in
electronics to allow non-disruptive sampling
of a wave transmission). Similar gradient
forces to those which trap particles in the
optical tweezers and the conveyor belt
described above cause the two waveguides
to be attracted to each other or repelled,
depending on the phase of the light
travelling in them. This then causes the
waveguides, which are free to flex in the
coupling region, to move closer or to
separate. As a directional coupler operates
by switching light from one waveguide
to the other depending upon waveguide
separation, this optically driven movement
can cause the light to switch between the
guides (see Optical Switching).

Further trap
applications

With so many different uses, optical traps,
or optical tweezers, have a huge number of
potential applications, many of which have
yet to be thought of. In addition, it would

be valuable to monitor multiple beads in real
time and have multi-point position and force
analysis. This will assist the next generation
of cell biological studies where traps can
probe multiple points on a membrane
simultaneously.
Optical tweezers enable us to do things
now that we never thought possible: watch
the process of molecules interacting or

proteins unfolding, switch optical circuits
or manipulate chemical reactions. Optical
tweezers are rapidly becoming essential
for biotechnology and photonic research
and their usefulness will increase over the
coming years.

BIOGRAPHIES – Professors Kishan Dholakia FRSE, Will Stewart FREng and James Wilkinson
Professor Kishan Dholakia FRSE has worked on various aspects of trapping and
biophotonics for the last 15 years. His work has focused on novel light fields for
trapping and sorting as well as using light for cell transfection. He works at the School
of Physics and Astronomy, the University of St Andrews.
Professor Will Stewart FREng is an expert on photonics, communications and
electromagnetics. He is on Ofcom’s Spectrum Advisory Board, ECOC management
committee, chairs the IET’s Communications Sector panel and many others. He is a
Visiting Professor at University College London and at the Optoelectronics Research
Centre at the University of Southampton.
Professor James Wilkinson studies the application of optical waveguide techniques
in communications, medical and environmental sensing and lasers in the
Optoelectronics Research Centre at the University of Southampton. His present
activities focus on optical manipulation and detection of micro- and nano-particles
in microfluidic systems and optical nanowire circuits.
The authors would like to thank Nadya Anscombe for help with the drafting of this article.

Optical tweezers for protein folding measurements

An array of optically tweezed beads. Multiple
beam traps are commonly created using two
different technologies called a spatial light
modulator or an acousto-optic deflector. The
result is that arrays of many dozens or hundreds
of beads may be manipulated in three dimensions
simultaneously ©Tomáš Cižmár, University of St
Andrews
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Optical tweezers are now commercially available from several microscope manufacturers © Nikon

Optical tweezers enable us to study the function of individual cells and molecules to shed
light on complex life processes at the molecular level. Optical tweezers can be used in
biological fluids so that molecules can be studied in their natural environment. A protein
molecule consists of a well-defined sequence of amino acids that folds up into a 3D shape,
defining the function it performs in controlling biological functions.
The binding of small molecules can dramatically change the conformation of a protein
and thus its function, so that understanding folding is key to understanding life. Optical
tweezers can exert small forces on molecules such as proteins, thereby enabling study of the
dynamics of protein folding.
In one elegant example in the US, researchers at the University of California, Berkeley,
attached two micron-sized polystyrene beads to an individual E coli ribonuclease H molecule
at different positions, as ‘molecular handles’, via two double-stranded DNA molecules. One
bead was anchored and the other was trapped using optical tweezers. The protein was
stretched and relaxed repeatedly by moving one bead, causing the protein to unfold and
refold.
The forces required to cause intermediate and complete unfolding were measured in
the range of 0-30 pico-Newtons, by observing the effect of force-driven displacement of the
trapped bead within the trap upon the transmitted light. This technique has been applied to
many individual molecules providing important information on protein function.

Diagram of Ribonuclease H molecule tethered to
functionalised beads, one of which is trapped in an
optical tweezer and the other held on the end of
a micropipette. From C. Cecconi et al, Science 309
2057 (2005). Reprinted with permission from AAAS
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